Tax Control
Framework
Are you ‘in control’ of your tax risk management?
Stakeholders of organisations in the Netherlands, including the tax authorities,
increasingly expect your organisation to systematically manage tax risks and provide a
transparent view of your tax position.
Dutch tax legislation knows many and complex
regulations that your organisation may have to deal
with. How do you know whether your organisation is
adhering to the rules correctly? And where are you at
risk?
Risk management
In order to map out the management of Dutch fiscal
legislation and tax risks for your organisation, Grant
Thornton has developed the ‘Tax Control Framework’ (TCF).

Desired level of risk management
Using periodical reports, the TCF provides you with a view
of how your employees handle the regulations. This gives
you an insight into the tax risks your organisation faces and
provides you with the tools for a better management of your
tax position.
The advantage for you
The TCF is the tool to help you manage tax regulations
optimally throughout your organisation and it gives you a
thorough overview of your organisation’s tax position.

Based on various sets of questions, which your employees
fill in periodically, a good overview emerges of the insight
your organisation has into Dutch legislation and the
management of tax risks that these rules bring with them.

This not only provides up-to-date fiscal data and reports but
also an increase in stakeholder trust and a qualitatively
higher level of fiscal risk management.

Most important tax areas
The questions delve into the management of fiscal
regulations in the most important tax areas that you are
involved in. Corporate tax, VAT and wage tax, for example.

Interested?
Are you interested in what the Tax Control Framework can
bring to your organisation? If so, please contact Jacob Mook
or Cor Overduin.
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